"Kiidk´yaas 2.0" is a metaphorical review
about the Golden Spruce´s legend 20th
anniversay, meaning "ancient tree" in the
Haida language it was a Sitka spruce tree
(Picea sitchensis 'Aurea') considered sacred
by the Haida people that grew on the banks
of the Yakoun River on the Haida Gwaii
archipelago in British Columbia, Canada.

Skidegate Haida village, 1878.

A rare genetic mutation caused this tree to
produce beautiful golden needles which in
sunshine appeared to glow with inner light
and was considered a sacred part of the
Haida’s oral history.
Tragically, on January 20, 1997,Grant Hadwin
chose to martyr this glorious tree by gouging
its sturdy trunk to the core, leaving it unable
to withstand strong winds. Two daysdays
later, the golden tree fell, and the people of
the region were overcome with grief and
guilt at not having better protected it.
In fact, the Kiidk'yaas Haida story tells of a
young boy who disrespected nature and
thereby caused a terrible storm to descend
on his village. Only he and his grandfather
survived the storm. As they fled the village,
the grandfather warned the boy not to look
back. The boy disobeyed,
and was immediately turned into the Golden
Spruce where he stood.

Golden Spruce aerial view, 1995.

We thought then about life cycles
(solar abacus) and about
time loops (Mobius strips).
About evolutive landscapes who could speak
the language of time.
This is why we propose
a story telling landscape not only
contemplative and metaphorical but
immersive and phenomenological.
It´s all about relive the
Kiidk´yaas golden´s magic.

Golden Spruce seedling, 2001.
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“Kiidk´yaas 2.0”

What is it made of ?
/30 recyclable thermal blankets
(approximative cost 1,2 $ per
blanket) extremely light and
durable
/5 seat modules ( approx. 100 x
100 x 2 cm ) of recycled plastic
supported by round corrugated
steel, they will become a functional bench after the exhibition.
/ 120 Metal Eyelets
/Rope and metal clamps for
securing to the surrouunding
trees

How do we do it ?
/Cut the indicated blanket pattern
above
/Shear blankets with U-shaped
punch mold
so that in case of strong wind it
does not act as a sail
/Place metal Eyelets in the blanket
corners and bind them together
/Secure it to surrounding trees
and bench structure
/Orient it according the solar
abacus indicated below
/Get ready for the magic be done
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